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Abstract
Oxides of Nitrogen (NOX ) are harmful to human health, as such their emissions are monitored and controls are
becoming increasingly stringent.
NOX formation is dependent on engine running conditions and therefore on ship operation; there will be differences
in the amount of NOX produced when a ship is travelling in a straight line, compared to when manœuvring.
Ships tend to spend more time in manoeuvring conditions around population dense areas such as inland waterways,
compared to when on the deep sea. It is therefore important to investigate the difference that manœuvring motion has
on NOX production, compared to steady-state running.
Emission factors, which are often given as a function of fuel oil consumption and based upon steady-state conditions, are frequently used to estimate engine emissions. In this paper, an emission factor is developed using a numerical engine model coupled with chemical kinetics computations. The same model, coupled to a ship manœuvring
simulator is then used to compare NOX formation during manœuvring operations.
It is demonstrated that during manœuvres, the developed simulator exhibits significant differences in NOX formation, compared to the commonly used emission factor approaches.
Keywords: Simulation, Manoeuvring, Emissions, Transient Operation, Inland Waterways

Nomenclature

KQ Propeller torque coefficient [-]

βP Drift angle at propeller plane [rad]
δR Rudder angle [rad]
ρ Density [kgm−3 ]
φ Crank shaft anlge [rad]
aH Coefficient to account for interaction between the
hull and rudder [−]
B Ship’s beam [m]
BAR Propeller’s Blade Area Ratio [-]
CO2 Carbon Dioxide
CH4 Methane
D Propeller diameter [m]
F N Force normal to the rudder from deflection of incident flow [N]
Izz Mass moment of inertia about the Z axis [Kgm2 ]
Jzz Yaw added mass moment of inertia [Kgm2 ]

KT Propeller thrust coefficient [-]
Loa Ship length overall [m]
LNG Liquefied Natural Gas
m Mass [kg]
m x Surge added mass [Kg]
my Sway added mass [Kg]
NH Moment around midship (yaw) due to the ship
hull’s interaction with the water [Nm]
NH0 Yaw moment without added mass terms [Nm]
NR Moment around midship (yaw) due to the action of
the rudder [Nm]
NP Moment around midship (yaw) due to action of the
propeller [Nm]
n Propeller’s rotational speed [revolutions s−1 ]
nc Crankshaft rotational speed [revolutions s−1 ]
NOX Reference to Nitrogen Oxides generally
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NO2 Nitrogen Dioxide
N2 O Nitrous Oxide
NO Nitric Oxide
December 15, 2017

P Propeller pitch [m], or Pressure [Nm−2 ], depending
on context

1. Introduction
Mandatory regulations from bodies such as the International Maritime Organisation (IMO) restrict the
amount of exhaust gas emissions produced by ships
(IMO, 2005).
In order to meet these requirements of increasingly
stringent regulations, the maritime sector is turning to
alternative fuels such as Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG).
LNG has shown to be a viable alternative to conventional Diesel fuel, in terms of both emissions and cost
(Burel et al., 2013). Projects such as the LNG Masterplan (Seitz et al., 2015) demonstrate LNGs viability,
especially for inland waterways where the LNG infrastructure for refuelling can be established with relative
ease. Hence LNG is chosen as the main propulsion fuel
used in this study.
Certain exhaust gas species are known to be harmful
to human health (Kampa and Castanas, 2008), and contribute to environmental problems such as global warming and acid rain. For these reasons mechanisms are required to estimate the amount of exhaust gas emissions
produced from operating ships.
The focus of this paper is around NOX formation
from transient propulsion loading, not only because of
its associated impact on human health and the environment, but for the reason that other salient species such as
Carbon Dioxide (CO2 ) or Oxides of Sulphur (S OX ) can
be adequately estimated using emission factors based
upon stoichiometric combustion, as will be shown in
this study.
There are mechanisms currently capable of estimating the amount of NOX produced by combustion. Perhaps the most simple are those based upon emission factors. These can either be based upon a direct relation
to fuel consumption (MEPC, 2014), or as a function of
engine power and speed (Murphy and Pazouki, 2012).
These methods give a rough estimate and are relevant
to specific fuel and engine types. Emission factor based
approaches provide an extremely computationally fast
estimate of emissions.
Zeldovich (1946) provides a mechanism to estimate
the thermal NO formation. Methods based upon these
approaches have a limited number of reactions and it
can be challenging to estimate required oxygen atom
concentration. Zeldovich based mechanisms are however relatively computationally fast.
Chemical kinetics analysis can accurately model
NOX formation, as well as many other species, and with
increased modern computing power, a chemical kinetics routine can be comfortably incorporated into a numerical engine model to provide estimates of emissions

r Yaw rate [rads−1 ]
rc Crank radius [m]
T Ship’s draught [m], or Temperature [K], depending
on context
T inside Instantaneous temperature inside cylinder [K]
T outside Instantaneous temperature outside cylinder [K]
t Time [s]
tR Rudder drag correction coefficient [−]
td f Thrust deduction factor [-]
U Heat transfer coefficient for conduction/convection
[Wm−2 ]
u Surge velocity [ms−1 ]
UKC Under Keel Clearance, usually given as % of
draught [ms−1 ]
Vv Resultant ship velocity [ms−1 ]
v Sway velocity [ms−1 ]
vo Sway velocity at midship [ms−1 ]
wP Wake fraction at propeller plane [-]
XH Force in the X (surge) direction due to the ship
hull’s interaction with the water [N]
XH0 Ship resistance in calm water [N]
XR Force in the X (surge) direction due to the action of
the rudder [N]
XP Force in the X (surge) direction due to action of the
propeller [N]
xH X coordinate of the point of application of the lift
from the hull with respect to amidships [m]
xP X coordinate of propeller with respect to midships
[m]
xR X coordinate of the centre of pressure of the rudder
with respect to midships [m]
YH Force in the Y (sway) direction due to the ship hull’s
interaction with the water [N]
YH0 Sway force without added mass terms [N]
YR Force in the Y (sway) direction due to the action of
the rudder [N]
YP Force in the Y (sway) direction due to action of the
propeller [N]
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under varying loading conditions.
The use of chemical kinetics solvers allows analysis
of how different conditions can influence the speed of
reactions and yield details about the reaction’s mechanism and transition states. The reaction mechanism is a
step by step sequence of elementary reactions by which
overall chemical change occurs. The use of a chemical
kinetics solver therefore suites itself well to the study of
unsteady behaviour on emissions.
A number of existing chemical kinetics solvers exist, including ChemKin (Reaction Design, 2017), Cantera (Goodwin et al., 2017) and the Kinetic PreProcessor
(Damian et al., 2017). In this study, Cantera was chosen
due to its performance, robustness and ease of portability into existing ship manœuvring simulator code.
There are currently several different perspectives on
numerically modelling engines, depending upon the intended application. Hountalas (2000) found that due to
engine specification and diversity, a specific software
needs to be written for each application. Murphy et al.
(2015) have developed a time-domain based engine simulator, considering differing gas properties under full,
part or transient loading. For particularly detailed engine models, accounting for elements such as cylinder
shapes or injection spray patterns, Computational Fluid
Dynamic methods may be employed (Kilpinen, 2010).
These latter models require significant amounts of computing resources and engine detail, which are impracticable for certain applications such as initial design or
emission surveys for a stretch of water, which this study
aims to address.
Among the most popular techniques used to model
engine performance are the quasi-steady flow models,
and the filling and emptying models. Quasi-steady models predict performance characteristics from a thermodynamics based analysis, calculating mass flow rates
into and out of the cylinder through inlet and exhaust
valves. If the pressure variation with respect to time is
small, then such methods can be useful. In the fillingand-emptying models, manifolds are represented as finite volumes, where the mass of gas can vary with time.
In transient conditions, where engine load varies with
time, manifold conditions will vary. It is this latter
method which is utilised in this study.
Soares et al. (2015) uses an engine model in conjunction with a chemical kinetics routine to estimate exhaust
emissions from a two-stroke Diesel engine. The results
of which are validated against data from real engines.
In order to obtain realistic, service condition loading scenarios on a numerical engine model, the current
study uses a ship manœuvring simulator coupled to the
engine model. This provides the engine model with dy-

namic loading experienced by the propeller as the ship
manœuvres and thus the basis to estimate exhaust gas
emissions over a route.
Numerous ship manœuvring simulators exist, including ones which specialise in inland waterway applications and can account for phenomena such as shallow
water effects (Eloot and Vantorre, 2003). They are usually based in the time domain, which make them well
suited for estimation of NOX formation, where residence time is a critical factor.
Ship manœuvring simulators are also coupled with
engine simulators and are commonly found in Full Mission Bridge Simulators (Kongsberg Gruppen, 2017).
These latter simulators are for the purposes of training
crew and used to provide feedback between the engine
and deck departments of a ship.
Currently the effect of a ship’s manœuvring motion is
not taken into account when calculating the production
of emissions. This paper aims to address this and its
significance by investigating the effects of manœuvring
motion on NOX formation from a propulsion system fuelled by LNG, although the methodology is applicable
to other fuels and exhaust gas species.
Whilst applicable to ocean going vessels, this study
concentrates on inland waterway transport, such as
found on the Rhine-Main-Danube Canal. This waterway stretches from the Black Sea to the North Sea and
navigable throughout its length by large barges. The
canal passes through many towns and cities where the
effects of NOX emissions, being toxic to humans, are of
interest. The waterway has numerous bends which demand the propulsion system to operate away from the
steady-state design point whilst navigating these passages. This deviation from steady-state running conditions, either due to environmental loading or manœuvring, has strong implications for estimation of NOX
emissions. The transient operation can produce fuel
consumption and exhaust gas emission estimates that
are significantly different to averaged steady-state calculations, commonly used to estimate emissions.
Significant challenges arise when obtaining an accurate numerical manœuvring simulation model in confined waters. Full scale ship manœuvring trials in shallow water are rare. The ship’s kinematics, forward
speed, rate of turn, drift angle, response of propulsion,
and the control system are all affected by operation in
restricted water. The most accurate way of modelling
ship manœuvring behaviour, especially in shallow water, is from the use of model tests (Vantorre, 2003). The
aim of this study is to obtain an initial estimate of how
the magnitude of emissions changes with the unsteady
state experienced when a ship is manœuvring. Thus at
3

this stage, rather than carry out costly and time consuming model tests, this research utilises established corrections for several confined water effects. A detailed
overview of methods can be found in the report of ITTC
Manoeuvring Committee (2002). Although the effects
of muddy bottoms on ship manœuvrability are being
developed (Delefortrie et al., 2005), the effect has been
excluded from this initial investigation.
Once a realistic relationship between emissions and
unsteady manœuvring behaviour is shown to be of significance, then numerical models can be further refined
and tuned for accuracy on particular ships and propulsion units.
Simulation of a ship’s manoeuvring motion has been
examined by various people, including the whole-ship
type approach of Abkowitz (1964), and the modular approach used by Hirano (1981) and Oltmann and Sharma
(1984). An advantage of the modular approach is being able to study separate components (such as rudder
geometry) of the ship without requiring to arrive at new
manœuvring derivatives. It is this approach that is used
in this study. These techniques solve a series of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) in the time domain,
which is especially suited when it comes to coupling
with an engine simulator, whose emission estimates are
dependent on time.

the duration of the engine model’s time step. This assumes that the engine loading will not change significantly over the time step of the manœuvring model,
which is chosen to reflect this.
2.1. Basis Vessel
The basis vessel used in this analysis is a single screw
inland waterway barge, the main particulars of which
have been chosen for passage through the Rhine-MainDanube Canal, and can be found in Table 1. The vessel
is powered by a four-stroke LNG fuelled Diesel cycle
engine.
Table 1: Main Particulars of Basis Vessel.

Ship
Loa = 110 m
B = 11.3 m
T = 3.4 m
VS = 14.8 km/h

Propeller
D = 1.90 m
P = 1.47 m
BAR = 0.594

2.2. Basis Manœuvres
The manœuvres performed by the basis vessel are
part of a standard 35◦ rudder turning circle, and a 20/20
zig-zag manœuvre. This ensures repeatability of the
analysis. Whilst the turning circle manœuvre is quite
severe, it is not unrealistic for a ship to undergo a ∼ 180◦
heading change on sections of the Rhine-Main-Danube
Canal, for example near the town of Hinova on the Romanian/Serbian boarder. This turning circle manœuvre
will also move the operation point further away from the
design point when compared to the zig-zag manœuvre.
The zig-zag manœuvre is intended to mimic manœuvres
more commonly experienced on inland waterways.
The 35◦ rudder turning circle manœuvre is represented in Figure 1, and the 20/20 zig-zag manœuvre is
represented in Figure 3. The simulation for manœuvres
was truncated after 350 seconds. Taking into account
the induced sway and yaw motions, as well as the dynamic response of the propulsion system, the resulting
change in ship speed can be seen in Figure 2 for the turning circle and Figure 4 for the 20/20 zig-zag manœuvre,
and shows some effects associated with the confined waters of the canal.

2. Methodology
In order to simulate the effects of transient manœuvring motion on NOX formation, a NOX emission factor is formulated by running the developed simulator in
the calm-water, dead-ahead condition at the basis vessel’s design speed. The resulting emission factor is a
function of fuel consumption. This emission factor is
then used to estimate NOX emissions throughout the
time history of the vessel’s manœuvre at the associated
engine loading. Unsteady NOX emissions are also calculated by coupling the ship manœuvring and engine
simulator to a chemical kinetics solver. These resulting
emissions account for unsteady manœuvring behaviour,
and the unsteady response of the engine. The results
from the steady-state emission factor estimates are then
compared to the values obtained from the chemical kinetics calculations.
The time resolution required for a ship manœuvring
simulation is far lower than that required to model NOX
formation from the engine model, approximately by a
factor of 105 . To ensure fast computation times, two
time resolutions are used; one for manœuvring, another
for engine simulation. The engine model is called at
each time step of the manœuvring model and run for

2.3. Manœuvring Simulation
A three degree-of-freedom manœuvring simulator
has been developed in the manoeuvring motions of
surge, sway and yaw, and relates the dynamic loading
4
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Figure 3: Ship track during zig-zag manœuvre in unrestricted water
and with an Under Keel Clearance of 50% Draught.
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Figure 1: Ship track during turning circle in unrestricted water and
with an Under Keel Clearance of 50% Draught.
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Figure 2: Surge and sway velocities during turning circle manœuvre in
unrestricted water and with an Under Keel Clearance of 50% Draught.

Figure 4: Surge and sway velocities during zig-zag manœuvre in unrestricted water and with an Under Keel Clearance of 50% Draught.

on the propeller to the engine model (Trodden et al.,
2016).
The approach taken in the development of the simulator used in this study is to solve a series of differential
equations in the time domain, described in the following
subsections.

Where m is the mass of the ship, Izz is the mass moment
of inertia around a vertical axis. u and v is the ship’s
velocity in pure surge and sway respectively, and r is
the ship’s rate of change of heading. The subscripts H,
R, P in equation 1, denote hull, rudder and propeller
respectively. The methodologies used to estimate these
contributions are briefly discussed next.

2.3.1. Equations of Motion
It can be shown that the equations of motion in surge,
sway and yaw, with the origin located at the centre of
gravity, can be written as equation 1.
m (u̇ − rv) = XH + XR + XP
m (v̇ + ru) = YH + YR + YP
Izz ṙ = NH + NR + NP

Surge

(1a)

Sway

(1b)

Yaw

(1c)

2.3.2. Hull
The longitudinal force on the ship’s hull, XH , transverse force on the ship’s hull, YH , and the yaw moment
on the ship’s hull, NH can be written as equations 2.


XH = −m x u̇ + my + Xvr vo r + XHo (u)
(2a)
YH = −my v̇ − m x ur + YHo (vo , r)
NH = −Jzz ṙ + NHo (vo , r)
5

(2b)
(2c)

Where ρ is water density, n is propeller rotational speed
and D is propeller diameter.
The wake fraction at the propeller plane for a ship
at zero drift angle, wP0 and thrust deduction factor, td f
are calculated from the analysis carried out by Holtrop
(1984).
Equation 5, from the work of Hirano (1981), is used
to estimate the wake fraction at the propeller plane:


wP = wP0 exp −4.0β2P
(5)

The hull’s manœuvring derivatives are obtained from
the study of Inoue et al. (1981).
2.3.3. Rudder
The calculation for the longitudinal force (drag) XR ,
transverse force, YR and turning/yawing moment NR imposed upon the ship by the action of the rudder are expressed in the form of equations 3.
XR = − (1 − tR ) F N sin δR
YR = − (1 − aH ) F N cos δR

(3b)

NR = − (xR + aH xH ) F N cos δR

(3c)

(3a)

Where the drift angle at the propeller, βP is given by
equation 6
!
v + xP r
(6)
βP = arcsin
Vv

Where, F N is the force normal to the rudder, tR is a rudder drag correction coefficient, aH is a coefficient to account for the interaction between the hull and rudder,
xH is the x-coordinate of the point of application of the
lift from the hull with respect to amidships, xR is the xcoordinate of the centre of pressure of the rudder with
respect to amidships. δR is the rudder’s angle. Coefficients aH and xH are affected by water depth and are
accounted for as discussed in Section 2.3.6.
The rudder’s normal force is considerably influenced
by the nature of the propeller’s slip stream, that is, its
wake contraction and velocity. The scheme described
by Lee et al. (2003) is used to calculate the effective
rudder inflow velocity.
The electromotive oil pressure steering gear model of
Son (1989) is used to account for the time lag between
the order given for the rudder to be put over, and the
machinery’s response.

xP is the x-coordinate of the propeller with respect to
amidships (a negative value ≈ −0.5L pp ), v is the sway
velocity and Vv is the resultant ship speed.
In this study, the effective wake fraction at zero drift
angle wP0 , is assumed to be a function of the thrust
identity (and hence advance coefficient), following the
method of Holtrop (1984).
Throughout this analysis, the ship is operating within
the first quadrant, that is, an ahead rotational speed, and
ahead speed of advance. A method to correct for the
thrust deduction fraction in different quadrants can be
found in Harvald (1967). For container ships in shallow
water the method proposed by Delefortrie and Vantorre
(2007) may be used.
2.3.6. Considerations for the Influence of Confined Water
Shallow water may be defined as 1.2 < h/T <
1.5 (PIANC, 1992), where h is water depth and T is
draught. Shallow water significantly affects ship behaviour (ITTC Manoeuvring Committee, 2002) and is
accounted for using the following techniques.
In this study, the hypothesis of Schlighting (1940)
is used to estimate speed-resistance relations in shallow water for sub-critical Froude Numbers, with corrections from Lakenby (1963) for blockage effects. Further
adaptations from Landweber (1939) are used to account
for water of finite width.
The magnitude of the thrust deduction fraction decreases somewhat with decreasing water depth, however, according to Yoshimura (1986) in a practical sense
it can assumed to be constant. In the current research
this is the assumption made, however there are formulations that account for variation in water depth for particular ships, eg Delefortrie and Vantorre (2007). The
wake factor, which increases significantly with decreasing water depth, is corrected for shallow water effects

2.3.4. Engine & Propeller Dynamics
The main propulsion engine is based on a four-stroke
Diesel cycle burning LNG fuel.
The difference between the resisting torque of the water on the propeller, and the output torque from the engine, results in the acceleration of the drive chain.
Further details of the engine dynamics can be found
in Section 2.4.
2.3.5. Propeller
Expressions for the thrust and torque coefficients, KT
and KQ respectively on a B-Screw Series propeller are
obtained from the methods described in Oosterveld and
van Oossanen (1975). The calculation scheme for the
longitudinal force, XP , transverse force, YP and yawing
moment, NP follows that of equation 4.
XP = (1 − td f ) ρn2 D4 KT

(4a)

YP ≈ 0

(4b)

NP ≈ 0

(4c)
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Longitudinal deviation of CoG from original
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following the method of Yasukawa (1998). Following
the work of NORDCO Ltd. (1989), the variation of roll
added mass, and added mass moment of inertia of the
propeller with water depth are assumed to be negligible.
Linear manœuvring derivatives are corrected following the method of Kijima (1991). Non-linear manœuvring derivatives are corrected for water depth following
methods proposed by Hirano (1985) and Kijima (1989).
Added inertia coefficients are corrected for shallow
water following the method of Li and Wu (1990).
Stern flow separation increases with decreasing water depth and thus decreases the effect of the rudder. On
the other hand, this is somewhat counterbalanced by the
increase in propeller race due to shallow water. In this
study, the effect of shallow water on rudder forces has
been neglected, however, hull-rudder interaction coefficients are obtained from Kijima et al. (1990), with corrections for shallow water by Yumuro (1985).
Sinkage due to shallow water has been estimated
from Tuck and Taylor (1970). Stern trim from the effects of shallow water is estimated from the work of
Yoshimura (1986)
The width of the Rhine-Danube-Main canal is used
throughout this analysis, namely, 55m width. The depth
of the canal is 4m, however a depth of 5.1 metres is
used, as the limits of coefficients used for sway and yaw
added mass break down at a depth/draught ratio of less
than 1.2 (Sheng, 1981). In fact the canal is trapezoidal
in cross section, however this is not accounted for in this
study.
Whilst the effects of water depth is important on inland waterways, this study concentrates on differences
in emissions between steady-state emission factor approaches and estimates accounting for the transient nature of loading variation. Thus, it is not considered
of paramount importance at this stage to reproduce to
a very high degree of accuracy the effects of shallow
water on manœuvring, and indeed, to achieve such accuracy would ideally involve model testing (Vantorre,
2003), beyond the scope of the current study. However,
results published by ITTC (2002) indicate encouraging
results for the Esso Osaka (Figure 5). The Esso Osaka is
one of the few full scale ships for which for which shallow water manœuvring analysis exist (Crane, 1979).
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Figure 5: Comparison between results of simulation and trial of a 35◦
turning circle at a depth/draft ratio of 1.5 of the Esso Osaka at an
approach speed of 7 knots.

An example indicator diagram output of the simulated cycle is given in Figure 6. In the process of estimating NOX formation the numerical model is suitable
for a qualitative study of comparing differences in emissions between steady-state design point performance,
and transient behaviour.

Non-Dimensionalised Pressure P [-]

1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
0.8
Non-Dimensionalised Volume, V [-]

1.0

Figure 6: Indicator diagram from engine model.

The instantaneous volume within the cylinder is calculated knowing the cylinder dimensions and instantaneous piston speed. The corresponding pressure
and temperature are estimated using Cantera (Goodwin
et al., 2017), the solver chosen to analyse the thermodynamics, kinetics and transport solutions throughout the
simulation.
Essentially, Cantera evaluates chemical sources and
their properties from established reaction mechanisms,

2.4. Numerical Engine Model
Rather than reproducing with a high degree of fidelity
the dynamics of a particular physical engine, the developed model is representative of the Diesel cycle, and is
used as a basis to provide the thermodynamics, kinetics
and transport solver the necessary input parameters.
7

so as to satisfy the transport processes described by
the continuum mechanics and the governing equations
for mass, momentum, and energy conservation. The
solving of these equations allows the temporal integration of the kinetic system. Cantera handles this efficiently through the use of dedicated nonlinear, differential/algebraic equation solvers (Hindmarsh et al., 2005).
The reaction mechanism used to model the LNG
combustion is GRI-Mech 3.0 (Smith et al., 2000). This
is a compilation of 325 elementary chemical reactions
and associated rate coefficient expressions and thermochemical parameters for the 53 species involved in
them. The thermochemistry is based upon standard
databases such as those from McBride et al. (1993), and
Kee et al. (1990) and contain polynomial fits to specific
heats, standard state enthalpies and entropies. It is a
proven mechanism and efficient for simulations.
To calculate the thermodynamics, kinetics and transport properties of the combustion process within Cantera, the solution class is loaded with the reaction
mechanisms.
The reactor mechanism used for containing and controlling the chemical reactions within the cylinders is a
zero-dimensional model for ideal gas mixtures.
Inlets are defined as a constant-state reservoir, accounting for turbocharger temperature and pressure.
The outlet is a constant-state reservoir with ambient
temperature, pressure and gas composition properties.
Inlet and outlet reservoirs are connected via the
valve class, whose mass flow rate is a function of
the pressure drop across it, as in equation 7:
ṁ = Kv (P1 − P2 )

angle.
The heat flux through the piston wall is computed
from:


4
4
q = U (T inside T outside ) +  T inside
− T outside
(9)
Where U is the overall heat transfer coefficient for conduction/convection, and  is the emissivity. T inside and
T outside is the instantaneous temperature inside and outside the cylinder respectively.
The simulation is begun by setting initial conditions
for inlet temperature, pressure, gas composition and
outlet pressure. At the appropriate crank angle of the engine cycle, using pre-set valve timings, the relationship
between mass flow rate and the pressure drop across
the valves are set using a constant of proportionality
[kg/s/Pa] relationship. This also applies to injection
timings where the mass flow rate [kg/s] through the
controller is set to a constant value, rather than a function of time, as this level of fidelity is considered excessive at this stage of development.
A ReactorNet class is created containing the cylinder, and the advance function is used to simultaneously
advance the state of the reactor in time (ie solve the governing equations).
2.5. Prediction of NOX
The Kinetics class of Cantera is used to evaluate
the reaction rates and species production rates within the
cylinder (reactor).
Figure 7 shows gas composition results from the simulation and illustrates how, for a particular engine speed,
engine operating conditions play a crucial role in NOX
formation when compared with CO2 . This demonstrates
the non-linear process of NOX formation throughout the
cycle, in particular during ignition. This phenomenon
is not taken into account in the steady-state emission
factor approaches, commonly used to assess NOX emissions.

(7)

Where P1 and P2 is the pressure of reservoir and reactor respectively. By choosing a suitably large value
of Kv , very small pressure differences will result in flow
between the reactor mechanism, counteracting any pressure difference.
The
injector
is
modelled
via
the
MassFlowController class, maintaining a specified mass flow rate independent of upstream and
downstream reactor conditions, and loaded with
appropriate values for P, T and fuel composition.
The piston is modelled from the dynamics of a
general crank-slider mechanism, as a moving wall
object separating the reactor (cylinder) from the reservoirs (valves). The piston velocity is defined by Equation 8:
v0 (t) = rc 2πnc sinφ (t)
(8)

2.6. Emission Factor Development and Usage
A popular way of estimating emissions is from the
use of emission factors, most of which are directly related to fuel consumption, such as those specified in the
IMO’s Third Greenhouse Gas Study (MEPC, 2014).
For the marine industry, most of these emission factors are based upon generic diesel engines burning
medium or heavy fuel oil. In order to illustrate the difference in magnitude of NOX emissions from steady
state and transient operation, an emission factor is developed in this study using the developed simulator.

Where rc is the crank radius (half the stroke), nc is the
rotational velocity of the crankshaft and φ is the crank
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Nondimensionalised
Temperature [-]
Nondimensionalised
Pressure [-]
Mole Fraction
i [-]

1.0

of NOX emissions from ships, and found the average NOX emissions for LNG fuelled 4-stroke compression ignition engines to be 10.1g/kgfuel (or 1.8g/kWh),
based upon 39 measurements. As part of their study
a Wärtsilä 20DF four-stroke engine was used in their
analysis of emissions. It is the main dimensions of this
engine that is used as a validation test engine in the current study. The main particulars of the engine are listed
in Table 2.

0.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

0.04
0.02

NO
NO2 * 1E2
N2O * 1E3
CO2 / 5.0

Table 2: Particulars of Wärtsilä 20DF test engine.
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Figure 7: Effects of cylinder operating conditions on NO and CO2
formation as estimated from simulation.

The resulting emission factor is solely based upon the
fuel oil consumption of the engine running at the designed operating conditions.
The emissions estimates which are generated from
the use of emission factors are calculated by multiplying the emission factor by the fuel consumption for the
particular time step during the simulation.
A reason for calculating an emission factor from the
simulation, rather than using one from the literature, is
that it is then possible to compare the performance of the
same (numerical) engine model which exhibits identical
characteristics over a wide range of loading conditions.
Without an extremely elaborate engine model, it would
be challenging to reproduce an exact model which describes the unsteady response of an existing physical engine which is suitable for unsteady NOX evaluation. At
this stage of the investigation, in which an estimate of
the differences in emissions between commonly used
steady-state emission factor approaches, and unsteady
transient analysis, such an engine model is deemed unnecessary.

200 mm
280 mm
160 kW/cyl
1000 rpm
22.0 bar

With some manipulation of parameters such as valve
timings and inlet temperature and pressures, the numerical model with the main dimensions of the Wärtsilä
20DF was able to produce an output of 152 kW/cyl at
a mean effective pressure of 24 bar. The corresponding
NOX emissions were 8.61g/kg. This value is considered
accurate enough to be useful, especially considering the
spread in results from Stenersen and Thonstad (2017).
The authors stress that the results from this analysis
may not be indicative of this actual engine’s emissions,
as there are numerous factors such as piston geometry
that are not accounted for in this analysis, which do have
an effect on emission production.
3. Results and Discussion of Ship Manœuvring Operation on Exhaust Gas Emissions
For the simulations of the confined water turning circle, and zig-zag manœuvres outlined in Section 2.2, Figures 8 and 9 show a graphical representation of how the
percentage differences between the unsteady chemical
kinetics based estimates, and the steady-state emission
factor based approach vary with time.
Figures 10 and 11 show results for maximum and
mean percentage differences for NOX and CO2 emissions for the confined water turning circle and zig-zag
manœuvres respectively, as described in Section 2.2.
As expected, the CO2 discrepancy between the two
methods is low, indicating that CO2 can be adequately
modelled based upon stoichiometric combustion.
Referring to Figures 10 and 11, as an example, the
value of NO2 formation calculated using the method illustrated in this research for the transient operation is
nearly four times that of the steady-state estimate.

2.7. Engine Model Validation
It is challenging to obtain information about the NOX
emissions from an LNG fuelled engine in transient operation that relate in sufficient detail the rate of change
of loading, and the subsequent effect on emission formation.
In order to obtain some degree of confidence in the
developed numerical model, a ‘test’ engine is implemented to determine its correlation with established
emission factor results. Work conducted by Stenersen
and Thonstad (2017) compared on-board measurements
9
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Figure 8: % difference in NOX emissions between simulated and
emission factor prediction with time during turning circle manœuvre
in confined water.
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Figure 11: % difference in emissions between simulated and emission
factor prediction during zig-zag in confined water.

Figure 9: % difference in NOX emissions between simulated and
emission factor prediction with time during 20/20 zig-zag manœuvre
in confined water.

conducting emission compliance over different speeds
or routes. This can be used to bring awareness to operators regarding NOX production when used on bridge
simulators, akin to a speed-over-ground indicator.
The magnitude in the difference of NOX formation
between steady-state estimates and analysis of transient
operation suggests that it would be prudent for future
regulations to account for transient operation, especially
in areas where a significant amount of manœuvring occurs.
When comparing the differences between the commonly used emission factor approach, and the transient
analysis for the turning circle and zig-zag manœuvres,
it can be seen that the magnitude of N2 O is markedly
different. This indicates that N2 O is more susceptible
to transient operation compared to NO and NO2 , and

The interrelated properties of the combustion process
and transient engine loading from ship manœuvres indicates that a time-domain simulation lends itself especially well to prediction of NOX emissions. When
used in conjunction with a chemical kinetics solver,
this method can provide increased realism and accuracy
in the prediction of exhaust gas emissions compared
to commonly used steady-state, operation-independent
emission factor approaches, whose only dependency is
fuel consumption.
An emission factor based upon speed and power
could potentially be developed using the proposed
method. This emission factor can subsequently be
utilised in fast, efficient simulations in a manner suitable for multiple runs. For example in scenarios for
10
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